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Abstract 
While network throughput is on a rapid rise and computer graphics have reached unprecedented 

heights, online gamers are often perplexed when they perceive many of the same forms of lag in 

online games running over broadband connections as were present during dial-up modem play.  This 

arises among other from a few common misconceptions. The first misconception is that lag in online 

games is entirely caused by network latency, which in turn is incorrectly assumed to be an antonym 

of network throughput.  Network throughput is furthermore inappropriately considered synonymous 

with network speed, a term which has no more than a vague definition in the first place.  The final 

misconception is that network latency is also entirely a function of network throughput. 

These terms and the misconceptions arising from them are explored in this paper, as the primary 

focus of this paper is to provide an overview of many of the underlying reasons for lag in online 

gaming.  Within the context of this paper we thus use the term lag in it´s broadest sense, covering 

any and all perceived temporal abnormalities in the game simulation.  We classify and examine 

sources of lag such as network latency, classical game engine design, time synchronization issues, 

game protocol stack implementation, routing paths, the use of TCP/IP in games, physics and AI 

processing within the game loop, server selection, group lag, human cyclic behavior and uplink 

technologies.   

Software solutions such as deterministic simulations, time warp, local updates, convergence 

algorithms and multi-threaded programming in online gaming are explored.  Business solutions are 

also explored such as server location, cooperation with ISPs, multi-homing and uplink technology 

selection.  Finally, hardware solutions are also explored such as Physics Processing Units, AI 

Processing Units, Graphics Processing Units, Audio Processing Units, Network Processing Units, TCP 

Offload Engines, Hardware Compression and Cryptographic Accelerators. 

To maintain an industry perspective, these solutions are viewed in light of online computer games 

such as Unreal, Quake, Age of Empires, World of Warcraft, Second Life and EVE Online. 
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 1.  Introduction 
In today’s era of network computing where broadband penetration is rapidly increasing and users 

take highly responsive web browsing for granted, online games still seem to be suffering from many 

of the same forms of lag as were present during the dark age of dial-up gaming. 

Many gamers find this counter-intuitive, especially in light of an often quite steep bill for “high speed 

internet access” that their telephone company, cable company or internet service provider is likely 

to be sending them each month.  It is thus only natural for a fledgling broadband user to ask:  Why is 

my online game still lagged out when downloading a full length movie takes about the same amount 

of time as downloading four or five songs over the dial-up modem? 

This confusion arises from a few common misconceptions which we will put to rest in this paper.   

One misconception is that network latency is in fact an antonym for network throughput and as a 

consequence that increasing network throughput will reduce network latency.  As network speed 

sounds like a plausible antonym for network latency, people also tend to refer to network 

throughput by the term network speed, further fuelling the misconception.  The common marketing 

term high speed internet access does little to correct this misunderstanding, since high speed 

internet access is generally used to refer to what is in fact high throughput internet access.   

Another misconception is that lag in online games is caused by network latency in the first place.  

This misconception is perhaps natural since the term lag is usually used by computer scientists to 

describe network latency in computer communications.  Gamers on the other hand use the term in a 

much broader sense. 

There are in fact numerous sources of lag in games, many of which we will explore in this paper with 

the intent of increasing the reader’s awareness of the full scope of lag.  Community performance 

measurements orchestrated by the lobby group EndLagNow.org revealed that roughly two thirds of 

lag occurrances could be traced to other sources than the network (EndLagNow.org, 2006).  Some of 

the sources we will discuss thus include classical game engine design, time synchronization issues, 

game protocol stack implementation, routing paths, the use of TCP/IP in games, physics and AI 

processing within the traditionally single-threaded game loop, server selection, group lag, human 

cyclic behavior, uplink technologies and of course network latency.  We will classify these sources 

and according to a scheme derived from the OSI Basic Reference Model commonly used to describe 

network application architecture.  This scheme, which we refer to as the Game Stack, will be 

described in more details later in this introduction.  

Obviously all of this will require a little groundwork, so we will start by providing a more usable 

definition of lag and discuss some related concepts such as the limits of human perception in 

chapter 2. 

The primary focus of this paper will thus be to provide a holistic overview of the numerous sources 

of lag in an online game along with some of the possible counter-methods which may be applied to 

reduce or nullify each source of lag.  In some cases software solutions can be applied such as 

deterministic simulations, time warp, local updates, convergence algorithms and multi-threaded 

programming.  In other cases hardware solutions already exist or are in the pipelines such as Physics 

Processing Units, AI Processing Units, Graphics Processing Units, Audio Processing Units, Network 
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Processing Units, TCP Offload Engines, Hardware Compression and Cryptographic Accelerators.  We 

will see numerous forms of lag that may benefit from one or more such solutions. 

The paper is necessarily broad in scope and touches upon all genres of online gaming, thus it is to be 

expected that some forms of lag presented in this paper will be irrelevant to specific games, while 

further forms of lag may also be found. To maintain an industry perspective, we will however 

examine our sources of lag and solutions in light of some specific online games such as Unreal, 

Quake, Age of Empires, World of Warcraft, Second Life and EVE Online.  

As previously mentioned, we will start the paper with a discussion of some of the terminology and 

definitions used in the paper, including the definition of lag, latency and throughput in chapter 2. 

We then take a bottom-up approach in 

chapters 3 through 6, examining lag and 

possible solutions specific to the various layers 

of the Game Stack (Diagram 1:  The Game 

Stack), a modified version of the traditional 

Open Systems Interconnection Basic Reference 

Model intended to suit the needs of this paper 

and gaming in general.  We will use this stack 

to classify the many sources of lag in online 

gaming. 

The Game Stack adds a Game Layer on top of 

the OSI Host Layer which contains all aspects 

that are specific to game applications.  The 

Game Layer is further divided into two sub-

layers:  the Engine Layer and Client Layer.  The 

Engine Layer is responsible for the invisible 

game logic that is often at least partially 

shared between client and server, while the 

Client Layer is responsible for the presentation 

of the game’s content to the player, usually in 

a media-rich form such as in 3D.  We also add 

an Environment section to the game stack that 

wraps the entire model.  The Environment section discusses lag forms that do not arise from 

technical sources in one of the many layers, but instead amplify other forms of lag or arise from 

causes such as user behavior. 

The game stack diagram will be our faithful companion in chapters 3 through 6, providing an 

overview of where we are currently located in the long and arduous journey up the often lag-ridden 

Game Stack. 

In chapter 7 we summarize what we have learned about lag as well as the various solutions that we 

have suggested which may help accelerate future online games. 

Environment

Media

Layer
Physical Layer

Network Layer

Data Link Layer

Host

Layer

Transport Layer

Presentation Layer

Application Layer

Session Layer

Game

Layer Engine Layer

Client Layer

Diagram 1:  The Game Stack 
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Finally we draw up our conclusions in chapter 8.  The reader will by then hopefully have come to 

appreciate the staggering number of sources for lag and will be better equipped and inspired to 

analyze lag in his or her own online game application. 

A number of technologies will have been introduced, allowing the reader to explore these venues 

further where appropriate for his or her particular online gaming application.  The holistic overview 

we will have provided will furthermore help the reader breach the painful barrier of 

miscommunications and misconceptions that lies between game developers and gamers when 

discussing lag in support cases and gaming forums.  

Let us now begin our journey, starting first by defining lag and other relevant terms for this paper, 

which will be the topic of the next chapter. 
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2. Terminology and Definitions 
This section defines the terms and concepts that are important for this paper’s discussion of lag in 

online gaming.  Specifically the terms Lag, Network Latency, Network Throughput, Network Speed, 

Network Bandwidth and Frame Rate are described in sub-chapters below.   The Game Loop is also 

described, as well as Human Perception from the perspective of gaming.  

2.1 Lag 
The Wikipedia definition of lag states that “within computing, lag refers to the time taken for a 

packet of data from the sending application to the receiving application. This includes both transit 

time over the network, and computer processing time at both the source and destination 

computers“ (Wikipedia, 2007). 

While this definition may be appropriate for computing in general, a cursory glance of any of the 

numerous forum postings dedicated to lag in online gaming quickly reveals that this definition is 

entirely rejected by online gamers.  In fact it’s very essence and limited nature is commonly the 

source of confusion and communication problems between gamers and developers.  For the 

purpose of this paper we thus widen the definition of lag to include any perceived temporal 

abnormality in the game simulation where the game player and the game server do not agree upon 

the game state at a given point in time.  It can apply to the game simulation as a whole or to specific 

objects residing within the simulation and can be perceived through any means including audio, 

visual, tactile (for games with haptic feedback) or simply intuitively for some of the more vague 

forms of lag such as when obviously successful head shots fail to injure a target simply because the 

target isn’t really located where the client is portraying him according to the server’s authoritative 

view of the world.  

The essence of this definition is thus that lag only becomes a problem when the total sum of 

latencies, processing times and other glitches has reached a level that causes the time distortion or 

balkiness in the simulation to reach a level that the user notices.  Typically the user becomes 

displeased by these discrepancies at some point and suffers from degraded player performance as a 

result.  This may for example be measured by player score, kills, loot gained or other game-specific 

means.  Due to the qualitative nature of lag according to our definition, a given network latency may 

thus be experienced as intolerable lag in one game and as irrelevant in another, depending entirely 

on how the user perceives the end result. 

2.2 Human Perception 
Since lag must be perceived to be a problem by our definition it is important to understand the limits 

of human perception to determine when we have a problem. 

The human visual system requires a minimum of 8-12 frames per second to perceive an object as 

moving and 24-30 fps to perceive the movement as smooth, although flicker will be perceived up to 

about 50-75 fps (Cheshire, 1996).  A frame in this context is effectively a still-picture of the object at 

a given time slice within the second, where the still-pictures are viewed in rapid succession. 

Researchers have investigated the impact of frame rate on first person shooters, finding a sharp 

improvement in player movement accuracy between 3 and 7 fps and a more gradual improvement 

between 7 and 15 fps (Claypool & Claypool, 2006), which coincidentally falls into Cheshire’s 8-12 fps 
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movement-perception zone.  A sharp improvement in shooting accuracy was also observed until 

about 15 fps, where improvements settled into a smoother incline onwards until 60 fps at which 

point shooting accuracy was measured as 7 times better than accuracy at 3 fps. 

For interactive communications, an important aspect of many online games, a maximum delay of 

100ms has historically been used as a rule of thumb by the telephone industry and should thus also 

suit the gaming industry as a baseline.  Beyond the 100ms level conversational discomfort starts to 

become evident in the form of awkward silences and interruptions (Cheshire, 1996). 

A 100ms rule of thumb is also used in user interface design as the upper bound for a user to feel that 

a system is interacting instantaneously, while a 1 second rule of thumb is used for how long before 

the user’s flow of thought becomes significantly interrupted (Nielsen, 2007).   

2.3 Frame Rate 
In the context of computer gaming, the term frame rate originally referred to the number of updates 

that were performed to video memory per second by the game engine.  Traditional game engine 

architecture however dictated that other aspects of the game such as physics and AI were also 

driven from the graphics update loop, originally strategically located based upon the screen’s refresh 

rate.  The graphics update loop is thus also referred to as the Game Loop and the frame rate refers 

to the iteration rate of the game loop without regards to what functionality is driven off of it.  

Contrary to popular belief due to the advent of multi-threaded game engines many years ago, the 

Game Loop still has a strong place in modern game development.   

Frame rate is thus also used to describe the workings of the game server.  On the server, the frame 

rate generally refers to either the number of iterations of the game loop that are executed per 

second, or in the absence of a single threaded game loop the frame rate may refer to the number of 

game state updates the server attempts to send to it´s clients per second. 
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2.4 Network Latency & Network Speed 
Most prior work on lag in the context of online gaming has focused on the tolerance of network 

latency, which is considered a mere subset of lag in this paper.  Network latency is usually defined in 

much the same fashion as the Wikipedia definition of lag, mentioned in section 2.1 above. 

While it is questionable whether there is in fact such a thing as network speed, online gamers and 

developers alike tend to use the term as an antonym for network latency.  Unfortunately it is also 

commonly used as an inaccurate synonym for network throughput.  The term network speed will 

thus be avoided in this paper, but where present it will refer to the average round-trip time 

measured in the OSI Media Layer for a packet travelling from the game client to the game server and 

back again. 

The following table provides a brief overview of the impact of network latency by game genre as 

found in prior work: 

Genre Impact 

RTS The tolerance of RTS games towards latency was evaluated by the makers of Age of 
Empires who found that players did not notice 250ms network latencies and 
considered the game very playable up to about 500ms (Bettner & Terrano, 2002).  
Researchers of Warcraft III found that players started to notice the effects of latency in 
the 500ms – 800ms range, but network latency up to several seconds still had minimal 
effect on the actual outcome of games (Sheldon, Girard, Borg, Claypool, & Agu, 2003). 

Sports Online Madden NFL® Football was found to tolerate latency up to 500ms, but above 
that player performance was seriously impaired (Nichols & Claypool, 2004). 

Driving Latency above 50ms was starting to impair players and 100ms latencies resulted in 
unrealistic driving behavior (Pantel & Wolf, 2002). 

FPS Players noticed latencies as low as 75ms and already found game play less enjoyable at 
latencies above 100ms (Beigbeder, Coughlan, Lusher, Plunkett, Agu, & Claypool, 2004). 

MMORPG Researchers found that Everquest II would still run smoothly at 1250 ms latency, 
especially in intense combat situations (Fritsch, Ritter, & Schiller, 2005). 

2.5 Network Throughput & Bandwidth 
Network throughput is defined by (Wikipedia, 2007) as „the amount of digital data per time unit that 

is delivered to a certain terminal in a network, from a network node, or from one node to another, 

for example via a communications link“.  In the context of online gaming this usually refers to data 

transfers from client to server or vice versa over the Internet.  The maximal throughput is thus 

limited by the slowest link in the internet routing path, and it is this maximal value that we generally 

refer to as throughput.  Commonly only the maximum throughput of the client and server’s uplinks 

are actually known. 

Network bandwidth on the other hand is more vaguely defined.  Technically, the term refers to a 

frequency range within the electromagnetic spectrum and thus implicitly the amount of data that 

can be encoded on that frequency range, but within the general context of online gaming it is 

commonly used as a synonym for network throughput. 

Online games commonly advertise the average throughput of the game‘s network traffic as their 

bandwidth requirements.  The minimal recommended throughput that the game developer considers 

necessary for enjoyable game play may also be advertised as bandwidth requirements.  
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2.6 Deterministic Simulation 
A game simulation that allows the online game client to deduce the correct server game state based 

upon the last known server state plus the elapsed time is called deterministic.  Such simulations hold 

a very important place in online gaming and thus justify mention at this point, although it is well 

beyond the scope of this paper to describe deterministic simulations in detail. 

Typically a deterministic simulation is maintained by providing the client with an initial state S0 for 

time=T0 which includes information about the pending actions of each mutable object in S0.  

Assuming that the client and server use the same method of interpreting these actions, the client 

can henceforth determine the game state at any given time Tn, where n>0, without further input 

from the server.  This can be continued until a change occurs in the pending actions or the 

simulation’s mutable object population that cannot be deduced programmatically. 

Deterministic simulations of moving objects are often powered by a technique called dead 

reckoning.  Dead reckoning is not however completely accurate, as was explored in (Aggarwal, 

Banavar, & Khandelwal, 2004), thus convergence algorithms must often be used to counter 

simulation divergence. 

With these definitions in hand, we now will present our bottom-up exploration of lag in it’s many 

forms in the following chapters, starting with the OSI Media Layer.  
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3. Lag in the OSI Model’s Media Layers 
The OSI Model defines three layers within the media 

layer which handle the actual transmission of bits 

through the physical layer, grouping bits into frames in 

the data link layer and grouping frames into routable 

packets and subsequently routing them at the network 

layer.   The media layer thus comes into play not only in 

the client and the server but also in every cable, 

wireless transmission, switch and router on the route 

between the two end points. 

There are numerous sources of lag to be found in the 

Media Layer which will generally be perceived by upper 

layers as packet corruption, loss, duplication, jitter or 

simply network latency. 

Some of these sources will be discussed in the 

following sub-chapters addressing the Physical, Data 

Link and Network Layer separately. 
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3.1 The Physical Layer 
The Physical Layer is concerned with the actual 

transmission of data bits over the wire or wireless 

media, included encoding and decoding the bits into 

optical, electrical or electromagnetic pulses.  

Lag at the Physical Layer is likely to represent itself as 

packet corruption, loss or network latency.  In the 

sub-chapters discussing the physical layer we will 

explore lag induced by propagation delay, dial-up 

modems, cellular packet networks and shared 

broadband mediums. 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1.1 Propagation Delay Lag 

The impact of geographic location and the speed of light on data propagation can be summed up 

with the following quote, attributed to David Clark of MIT: "There is an old network saying: 

Bandwidth problems can be cured with money. Latency problems are harder because the speed of 

light is fixed--you can't bribe God." 

While actual propagation speeds vary based upon the media that is used in each leg along the route, 

they share the common maximum theoretical limitation of the speed of light which happens to 

require 130ms to take the shortest possible route around the circumference of the Earth.  Electricity 

travelling a copper wire would require about 200ms to travel the same distance.  The propagation 

delay between source and destination are commonly measured by using network utilities such as 

ping.  This is another source of misunderstanding between gamers and developers, as online games 

often have game protocol level “ping” utilities.  This unfortunate choice of terminology renders the 

precise interpretation of ping as context specific, where the developers will likely have a good idea 

as to which ping they are referring to while the gamers are more likely to know of ICMP ping utilities 

than game specific ones. 

Solutions:  One can only assume that most long range legs have long since switched to optical or 

wireless media and thus the vast majority of packet propagation will indeed occur at the speed of 

light.  There is only one true solution for lag caused by propagation delay in the absence of faster-

than-light communications (which are currently in the realm of science fiction) and the presence of 

optical media:  The player must use a game server that is physically close to his location.  An online 

game developed for a genre that cannot tolerate propagation delay must thus be designed to allow 

multiple servers to operate within the regional boundaries of the intended consumer group. 
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While the actual network speed will vary depending on a large number of other parameters such as 

uplink technologies and the server ISP’s positioning within the internet, the physical distance 

between client and server represents the minimum lower bound that allows some fairly obvious 

deductions about server positioning.  Correct server positioning is however by no means sufficient to 

ensure minimal propagation delay, as the server may be optimal for only a subset of the players who 

wish to play together.  The game developer should thus give thought to the method of server 

selection that is chosen by his game (Gargolinsky, Pierre, & Claypool, 2005). 

If server positioning is however not an option to solve propagation delays, the game developer 

should be wary of whether it is technically feasible to implement the game with the proposed 

architecture.  A single-shard massively multiple online driving game is for example likely to fail 

miserably unless it borrows it’s software architecture and design philosophy more from the 1250ms 

latency-tolerant MMORPG genre than from the 50ms latency-tolerant driving genre. 

3.1.2 Dial-up Lag 

Unfathomable as it may seem in the context of online gaming, dial-up access isn´t dead yet.  Dial-up 

modems typically bring an additional 50ms - 100ms worth of latency with little regards to data size, 

for example when delaying outbound packets to group them up (Cheshire, 1996).  

Solutions:  Assuming that you cannot simply live with disallowing modem play in your game entirely, 

you may require device specific optimizations to counter dial-up modem lag, for example by 

disabling outbound packet grouping and data compression assuming that performance 

measurements indicate that it is costing you more than it is gaining you.   Relying on the operating 

system and the IP stack to do the work for you is not likely to work entirely in your favor assuming 

that you have a significant market segment using modem access, as the modem’s default settings 

are more likely to be geared towards web browsing than gaming.  The path of squeezing the most 

out of a modem is a painstaking, application and device specific road that will not be explored in this 

paper.  It is instead recommended that the game developer attempting to shave some of the 50ms-

100ms off dial-up familiarize himself with the Hayes AT command set and how it can be used to 

affect data compression, flow control, error correction and speed buffering. 

3.1.3 Cellular Packet Network Lag 

While cellular packet networks such as GPRS and 3G are wonderful inventions, they too introduce 

special forms of lag.  Both standards provide a predefined set of delay classes indicating the level of 

quality that the application will receive.  The GPRS standard defines four delay classes, the fastest of 

which has a delay of less than 2 seconds, while other classes are 15 second, 75 second and 

unbounded delays.  The fastest 3G delay class on the other hand has a delay of less than 10ms with 

other classes being 20ms and 80ms. 

Solutions:  If you are developing a game which will be used over GPRS, evaluate the impact of the 

lag on your game and your genre.  If either cannot withstand 2 second delays, you should revise 

whether the game is technically feasible and whether an alternative method of online play would 

suit your needs.  For example use a download-and-play methodology as opposed to fully interactive 

gaming, or switch from FPS to MMO software architecture using a more deterministic simulation.  

Whether you are using GPRS or 3G it is vitally important that you negotiate for the delay class you 

actually need. 
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3.1.4 Shared Medium Lag 

Most broadband and wireless access networks with the exception of ADSL use a shared medium.  

This applies to cable modems, Bluetooth networks, WLANs and cellular networks such as EDGE, 

GPRS, CDMA2000 and UTMS (Armitage, Claypool, & Branch, 2006, bls. 125-135).  While most of 

these mediums have a very high bandwidth in light of the throughput needs of a single gamer, the 

bandwidth may however be shared with a number of other users in the same area.  Thus the 

network packets of the unsuspecting cable modem gamer may be competing for bandwidth against 

the entire neighborhood’s file-sharing needs. 

Solutions:  The ultimate solution for lag in shared mediums is the deployment of Internet Quality-of-

Service, in which case high-priority game traffic would for example take precedence over low-

priority file sharing traffic.   As noted however by the Internet QoS Working Group in (Teitelbaum & 

Shalunov, 2002), there is however little evidence of this occurring in the near future.  In the absence 

of a working and wide-spread Internet Quality-of-Service solution there is however very little that 

can be done to counter lag in a shared medium other than to attempt to detect the condition and 

provide general recommendations such switching to a more appropriate uplink technology for 

online gaming such as DSL or relocating to a less congested area. 

We now leave the domain of the Physical Layer, heading into the Data Link Layer. 
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3.2 The Data Link Layer 
The Data Link Layer is concerned with the logical 

grouping of bits into media-specific frames, which 

are an intermediary form used to transmit higher 

level network packets across the Physical Layer.  It 

is the last layer that is typically entirely hardware 

specific, as the Network Layer represents packets in 

a more abstract form that is no longer entirely 

tailored to the needs of specific hardware.  

The Data Link Layer is a key player in inducing jitter 

into a packet stream arising from varying packet 

serialization times.  It is also responsible for dealing 

with errors at the media level for example in 

wireless networks.  All of these issues may cause lag 

in online gaming and are thus discussed below.  

 

 

 

3.2.1 Serialization Lag 

Data frames are generally sent over a physical medium in the form of a serialized stream of bits, 

which are sent across the medium one bit at a time (Armitage, Claypool, & Branch, 2006).  The time 

that elapses between the first and final bit being serialized is generally referred to as the 

serialization latency or serialization lag. 

Solutions:  Serialization Lag is inherently a function of packet size, thus using a compact packet 

format or data compression may reduce serialization lag (Armitage, Claypool, & Branch, 2006, bls. 

96).  Adding data compression will however add Protocol Compression Lag in the Presentation Layer.  

Online game protocols that use incremental update schemes such as those commonly associated 

with deterministic simulations reap the benefits of reduced packet sizes automatically in the form of 

reduced Serialization Lag. 

3.2.2 Jitter Induced Lag 

Even if a game’s average round-trip-time seems acceptable, variance in inter-arrival times of game 

packets may cause balkiness in the game simulation.  Variance in inter-arrival times is called jitter in 

the lingo of network specialists.  Jitter may be induced into a protocol stream by many sources 

including variations in packet sizes which in turn cause variations in Serialization Lag.  For game 

packets that exceed the maximum transmission unit of the data link layer’s frame size, packet 

fragmentation also comes into play.  The maximum byte count that the data link layer encodes in 

each frame is called the maximum transmission unit, or MTU.  The MTU varies by underlying 

medium, but 500-1500 bytes are common numbers.  Packets that the network layer wishes to send 

that are larger than the MTU must be split into multiple frames prior to transmission, which in turn 

will have to be reassembled on the receiving end.  Frames from other packets travelling through the 
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network at the same time may well be interleaved with the fragments of the game packet in such 

cases, thus adding to jitter.  The time required to split and reassemble packets is also dependent on 

packet size and thus fragment count.  This adds variance in processing delay which may be 

experienced as Jitter Induced Lag.  

Solutions:  Jitter can be reduced by using a fixed packet size as well as ensuring that the protocol 

packet will fit in a single data frame (i.e. MTU).  In the absence of a fixed packet size, data 

compression can be used to reduce the packet size, which in turn reduces the data frame count and 

the potential jitter associated with each frame.  This however adds Protocol Compression Lag in the 

Presentation Layer. 

Another way to reduce jitter is to have the client add a packet reception delay based upon 

maintaining consistency in packet inter-arrival times.  This may be trading one source of lag for 

another; but such artificial delay will be more consistent and thus possibly less displeasing to users 

(Bettner & Terrano, 2002). 

3.2.3 Wireless Network Corruption Lag 

One of the most important differences for gaming arising in wireless networks is perhaps that a 

fundamental assumption of many internet protocols breaks down.  In fixed line networks, packet 

loss is generally an indicator of network congestion.  In wireless networks it is however likely to be 

caused by incidental outside influences such as interference from other devices operating in the 

unlicensed 2.4 GHz band, for example Bluetooth devices.  The 802.11 b & g standards use collision 

avoidance schemes to counter this, but this may add another unexpected 50-100ms to game lag 

when the WLAN is heavily loaded (Nguyen & Armitage, 2004).  Collision avoidance schemes may also 

cause quite significant degradation of the actual maximum throughput of the WLAN for higher level 

protocols such as TCP/IP (Armitage, Claypool, & Branch, 2006, bls. 131). 

Whatever retransmission scheme is used by the game‘s underlying protocol will undoubtedly kick in 

during wireless corruption scenarios and for protocol‘s such as TCP/IP, congestion control 

mechanisms will kick in unnecessarily in a misguided attempt to prevent congestive collapse 

(Wikipedia, 2007). 

Solutions:   Online games that use UDP/IP can reduce the impact of packet corruption by using a less 

defensive congestion control mechanism than specified for example in the TCP/IP protocol, or even 

avoiding congestion control altogether if the game’s throughput requirements are relatively low.  

The impact of packet loss can also be minimized by using a “lost until proven received” 

methodology, such as that found in the Quake III protocol (Book of Hook).  Quake III simply assumes 

that every packet is lost until it receives proof of otherwise, thus sacrificing throughput for 

interactivity.  For TCP/IP based online games, a number of improvements have been suggested for 

the TCP/IP stack such as RFC 2582, 2883, 3517 and 4138.  Using an operating system that 

implements the aforementioned improvements to the TCP/IP stack such as Windows Vista will 

reduce the impact of Wireless Network Corruption Lag (Davies, 2005). 

If the WLAN is however heavily loaded, the only plausible solution is to switch to a wired connection.   

We will now move on, continuing with a journey through the Network Layer.  
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3.3 The Network Layer 
The Network Layer is responsible for providing 

variable-length packet transmission and routing 

capabilities to the higher levels.  In the context of 

modern online gaming, this is where IP comes into 

play.  Historically other protocols such as IPX have 

also been used. 

The Network Layer comes into play as a source of 

lag, for example in routing path choice and 

network congestion, both of which will be 

discussed below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.1 Routing Path Lag 

Contrary to popular belief, internet protocol packet routing is not free.  A packet travelling the 

internet may have to traverse many different autonomous systems (AS‘s) before reaching it’s final 

destination.   Each AS represents a collection of IP networks and routers under the autonomous 

control of one or more allied organizational entities.  A considerable investment lies in these 

networks and routers which must be paid in some form, and these networks are by no means equal 

in quality, with little regard to what definition of quality is used.  

While in some cases the IP packet may be travelling within a single AS and thus the same fiscal entity 

holds influence over both the sender and the receiver of the packet, the majority of the internet‘s 

AS‘s are not directly connected to one another.  IP packets must thus travel through intermediary 

AS‘s as well.  Depending on the distance from source to destination, there may be countless possible 

routes with varying levels of latency, throughput and packet loss.  While the choice of route within 

an AS is likely to be primarily a technical decision orchestrated by routing protocols, the choice of 

routes between AS‘s is however likely to be primarily a business decision determined by peering 

agreements and licensing fees. 

In 30%-80% of cases studied by researchers in an independent study an alternate path to the default 

one could be selected of significantly superior quality measured in round-trip time, packet loss rate 

and/or bandwidth (Savage, Collins, Hoffman, Snell, & Anderson, 1999).  In this paper we thus coin 

the difference in lag between the (possibly unknown) quickest route and the actual chosen path as 

Routing Path Lag. 
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Changes to underlying routing paths while a connection is live may also cause confusion in the 

higher level protocol stacks such as TCP/IP as RTTs change suddenly and packets are generally 

dropped during the switch-over.  During a route change it may be impossible to determine the 

shortest path between a source and destination for tens of seconds or even minutes, during which 

unexpected packet loss will occur that may be incorrectly interpreted as network congestion.  While 

the situation will generally repair itself due to the nature of the internet, the online game may 

experience this as either disconnection or massive lag (Armitage, Claypool, & Branch, 2006, bls. 75) 

Solutions:  The game server operator can use IP multi-homing with different ISPs, allowing a broader 

range of clients to achieve a good connection.  In such cases, the client can also be allowed to 

automatically choose whichever of the server’s IP addresses provides the best network speed.  If the 

route to one IP address is lost, a different route may also still be available via other means. 

Assuming that the client or server could determine a better path than selected by the network 

automatically, the game protocol stack could use IP source-routing to select this path to reduce 

Routing Path Lag.  Finding an alternative better path could for example be done via probing the 

synthetically derived composed paths based upon multiple connections as described in (Savage, 

Collins, Hoffman, Snell, & Anderson, 1999). 

Another potential for path improvements lies in analyzing the quality of paths between the game 

server and it’s clients and acting upon this information to affect peering agreements or recommend 

that users migrate between ISPs.  Using an IP geo-location database a game server operator that has 

a large number of clients could for example easily determine whether better options exist in each 

user’s vicinity simply by determining whether a given user’s traffic is underperforming compared to 

other users in the same general area. 

Yet another option for the game server operator is to ascend to the status of Autonomous System 

and directly establish whatever peering agreements best suit his customers’ needs.  This option is 

however only available to the largest of game-server operators. 

3.3.2 Network Congestion Lag 

Network congestion results in dropped IP packets.  Dropped IP packets mean that the client does not 

receive it’s state updates in a timely fashion.  As a dropped IP packet will have to be retransmitted 

by it’s source, the source must first determine that the packet was indeed dropped.  This is generally 

done by interpreting some form of ACK-timeout as packet loss.  A dropped packet thus represents a 

lag dependant on both the timeout interval and the packet transit time from source to destination. 

Quake 3 uses a novel brute-force approach to Network Congestion Lag.  In essence every packet is 

assumed dropped until proven otherwise.  The server will thus repeat previously transmitted data 

until an ACK has been received that proves that the client has received the data.  If the client does 

not ACK any packets within a reasonable amount of time, the server will assume that the client has 

been disconnected rather than streaming data upwards ad infinitum (Book of Hook).  While Quake 

3‘s method is bandwidth-intensive it hard to beat as a defense against network congestion lag, 

assuming that the Quake client‘s failure to perform any sort of congestion control is not the actual 

cause of overload on the congested network node.  In the pre-peer-2-peer-file-sharing-era this 

assumption would undoubtedly be questionable, but with today‘s massive downloads and torrents 

the assumption is undoubtedly correct.  This is a prime example of why UDP can outperform TCP but 
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also a prime example of the imminent threat a UDP client can pose to the network infrastructure.  If 

file-sharing applications were for example to start using this methodology, the internet would 

undoubtedly suffer from near instantaneous congestive collapse. 

Solutions: The best solution is of course to simply choose an uncongested routing path, for example 

via source routing or multi-homed addressing as mentioned in Routing Path Lag, or by requesting 

one via the (practically non-existent) IP Quality-of-Service methodology.  Failing that, the game 

protocol layer must make a decision as to what form of congestion control it will use.  If TCP/IP has 

been chosen as the game’s underlying protocol, this decision has already been made for you:  favor 

network health over interactivity.  If the operating system’s TCP/IP stack is well behaved, there is 

little that can be done to convince the stack to take a more selfish approach short of writing your 

own TCP/IP stack.  The only option in face of unavoidable network congestion is thus to switch from 

TCP/IP to UDP/IP. 

Assuming that the game is using UDP/IP, the game developer should decide based upon the game’s 

throughput requirements what approach to take in congestion control.  Theoretically the game 

should back down, reducing it’s throughput if possible.  For games with high lag tolerance such as 

MMORPGs, this may be possible, while for games with low lag tolerance such as FPS this will render 

the game effectively unplayable in which case disconnecting and seeking alternative servers may be 

the only viable solution. 

In any case, it is sensible for a game to use a less defensive approach in backing off than the 

exponential back-off algorithm used by TCP/IP.  By doing so less interactive traffic would be given 

the opportunity to cooperatively back down from the router while the game would maintain 

playability.  File sharing and other low-interaction, bandwidth intensive applications should on the 

other hand back off faster than TCP/IP’s standard algorithm dictates, as this would provide 

interactive online applications such as gaming and web browsing a chance to provide better service. 

We now leave the domain of the OSI Media Layer and head to the OSI Host Layer, which contains 

the various aspects of the game’s protocol stack that are specific to the protocol end-points:  the 

game client and the game server.  
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4.  Lag in the OSI Model’s Host Layers 
The OSI model describes the layers above the 

Media Layer as belonging to the Host Layer, 

which we will now discuss, keeping in mind that 

we have added our own Game Layer and 

Environment section as well. 

The host layer is usually only implemented in the 

end-points and is responsible for numerous things 

such as reliable delivery, congestion control, 

session management and encryption.  High level 

routers and firewalls may also in some cases 

participate in host layer communications. 

The Host Layer is split into the Transport Layer, 

Session Layer, Presentation Layer and Application 

Layer.    

The Session Layer is generally of little 

consequence to lag in online gaming when using 

IP based protocols, as it refers to establishing and 

maintaining the protocol session, which does not usually result in player perceivable lag.  It is thus 

skipped entirely in this paper.  There are however numerous sources of lag to be found in the other 

Host Layers which are described in the following sub-chapters.  
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4.1 The Transport Layer 
It is at the Transport Layer that online games 

generally enter the equation, with modern 

games using either UDP/IP or TCP/IP as their 

base protocol. 

Both may be a source of lag and are discussed 

below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.1 TCP/IP Lag 

Online games such as World of Warcraft and EVE Online that use the TCP/IP protocol may suffer the 

ill effects of TCP/IP congestion control in the form of lag.  The basic assumption behind TCP/IP 

congestion control is that when packets are lost en-route it is most probably because of network 

congestion.  As TCP/IP provides guaranteed delivery, it must naturally retransmit lost packets.  The 

retransmitted packet will however likely travel the same path once again encountering the 

overloaded sub-network.  To prevent congestive collapse, the behavior of a correctly implemented 

TCP/IP stack in such situations is to reduce their transmission speed until congestion is solved 

(Wikipedia, 2007).  Regretfully the fundamental assumption of TCP/IP congestion control is thus 

essentially that all packets traversing a router are equally important.  While this is quite acceptable 

behavior for low-interactivity online activities such as file sharing, this behavior is however not 

desirable in online gaming and interactive applications such as web browsing as it impacts 

interactivity and thus usability.  

Another commonly mentioned latency inducing aspect of TCP/IP is the interplay of the slow start 

mechanism with high-bandwidth connections.  The TCP/IP slow start mechanism increases the send 

window by one TCP segment per successful ACK.  While this worked fine with dial-up modems and 

the like in the early days of TCP, it can mean that a TCP/IP connection can take an hour to reach 

maximum throughput on a 1Gbps network with a 100ms RTT after startup or during recovery after 

packet loss.  While such bandwidth is certainly well outside the realms of most gaming needs, TCP 
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Slow Start can still affect level loading and busy environments, especially on connections that 

experience packet loss.   

The interplay between the Nagle Algorithm and TCP Delayed Acknowledgements are another source 

of TCP/IP induced lag, adding as much as 500ms lag per packet in cases where there is a „write, 

write, read“ socket operation pattern (Wikipedia, 2006).   

TCP/IP receive window buffer‘s may also cause problems for games operating over TCP/IP, as they 

traditionally have a default size which leaves much to be desired.  The sender keeps track of how 

much space is available in a receiver’s buffer so as to avoid congestion, so if the receiver’s buffer is 

too small or full to receive the data that the sender wishes to transmit, the sender will pause until he 

has received an ACK indicating that the receiver now has more space in his buffer.  For socket 

connections with high latency and throughput such as is typically the case with long ranged 

connections this can seriously impair throughput, causing lag in bandwidth intensive situations such 

as level loading and busy environments.  This problem was supposedly addressed for the Windows 

platform in Windows Vista, but other gaming platforms will still be affected (Davies, 2005).  

The data unit of the Transport Layer is called a segment.  The segment is preceded by a segment 

header such as the TCP/IP segment header, which results in an optimal segment size equal to the 

smallest MTU to be found on the routing path between source and destination, minus the segment 

header size.  If this is not honored, packet fragmentation will be induced en-route in a similar, if 

higher level, fashion as described in the section on Jitter Induced Lag.  While John Carmack stated 

that fragmentation is not a relevant issue for Quake III in an interview (Book of Hook), the impact is 

likely to be a factor of packet size.  Thus online games with higher bandwidth requirements such as 

MMORPGs are more likely to be affected if this is handled sub-optimally.  Also it must be noted that 

Quake III is a UDP/IP based game and is thus likely to already have been highly optimized for packet 

size. 

Finally, TCP/IP processing can often be notoriously taxing on the CPU and the memory bus.  While 

this is not likely to be significant for a game client, game servers handling a large number of game 

clients such as MMORPGs may have to spend a significant amount of processing power on TCP/IP 

management and the resulting CPU interrupts per packet (Senapathi & Hernandez). 

Solutions:  Many of the problems associated with TCP/IP can be solved by using UDP/IP instead for a 

moderate amount of added development cost.   Some of the problems mentioned above have been 

addressed in RFCs mentioned in the section on Wireless Network Corruption Lag which were 

implemented among other in Windows Vista (Davies, 2005). 

The interplay between the Nagle Algorithm and TCP Delayed Acknowledgements is commonly 

resolved for interactive applications by disabling one or both algorithms unless the “write, write, 

read” pattern can be avoided entirely.  John Nagle has commented in defense of his algorithm that 

disabling the Nagle algorithm is a workaround, not a solution.  The real problem he claims lies in the 

unconditional reaction of TCP Delayed Acknowledgements without regards to whether or not they 

are „betting correctly“, a decision which should be improved in the TCP/IP stack (Nagle, 2007). 

The TCP receive buffer size can also generally be specified by the application, which may be done for 

example for high-latency connections to increase throughput.  For game clients there is usually more 
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than adequate available RAM to increase the buffer size, while for game servers maintaining a large 

number of connections this may not be the case. 

For CPU load caused by TCP/IP stack management, TCP Offloading Engine’s are an interesting and 

excellent option.  These devices are usually targeted at 10 Gigabyte Ethernet as a solution to the 

problems that arise when the CPU must be an active participant in a network stack maintaining such 

high transmission rates.  Whether or not the CPU power relieved by offloading a game server’s more 

modest (in comparison with the capabilities of 10GbE) data stream is significant, the reduction in 

CPU interrupts is likely to have impact worth measuring for a serious game server.  TOEs may or may 

not be cost-efficient solutions for online gaming today, but Moore’s Law implies that such a day will 

inevitably come.   

Of similar nature to the TOE is the Network Processing Unit which is silently entering the mainstream 

(Stanley).  The NPU provides even higher level protocol offloading with application specific protocol 

logic being handled on the network-interface-card (aka NIC) itself.  The NPU has the potential to 

offload the entire game protocol stack if such was desired, and will mentioned occasionally in future 

chapters as it has potential in a number of areas. 

4.1.2 UDP/IP Lag 

While instinct suggests that UDP/IP should be fairly lag-free, this is not entirely the case.  UDP/IP 

requires check-summing like TCP/IP as well as buffering, which must generally be performed and 

managed by the CPU. 

A closer examination of the protocols of online games that use UDP/IP such as Quake II (Ferguson, 

Game Packets, 1998), Quake III (Book of Hook), Unreal II (Sweeny, 1999), Second-Life (Second Life 

Wiki, 2007)and Age of Empires (Bettner & Terrano, 2002) all reveal that various degrees of reliable 

delivery mechanisms have been slapped on top of the UDP/IP packets.  John Carmack even revealed 

in an interview that optional unreliable packet delivery had been dropped entirely in Quake III (Book 

of Hook), thus the borders between gaming and other applications in protocol choices are becoming 

thinner. 

For online games with deterministic simulations based upon incremental update schemes, ordered 

delivery must additionally be ensured for game state updates.  This implies that retransmission 

mechanisms and timers need to be implemented by the game itself.  As these implementations are 

entirely proprietary, all of this work must be done by the CPU over the memory bus rather than 

directly on the network interface card, just as is the case in TCP/IP, inducing lag. 

Solutions:  The most plausible solution to reduce UDP/IP processing lag is to offload it to other 

hardware.  This can be done either by multi-threaded programming where the processing is 

offloaded to another CPU or core, or by offloading to an NPU such as briefly mentioned in the 

section on TCP/IP lag.  The nature of the UDP/IP lag problem does not change by merely sending it 

to a sibling core, but assuming that not all cores in the host are fully utilized this will certainly be an 

improvement.  Offloading to a sibling core will thus not necessarily reduce the lag induced by 

handling a given UDP packet, but it may avail more CPU resources to other tasks if for example a 

single threaded game loop is being employed (see Game Loop Lag, below), thus reducing lag 

indirectly. 
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The nature of the problem does however change noticeably if the processing is offloaded to an NPU 

which resides on the NIC (network interface card) itself.  This positioning allows the NPU to ACK 

packets instantaneously, drop corrupt packets prior to sending them across the memory bus and 

interrupting the CPU, reassemble fragmented UDP packets without multiple bus round trips and so 

forth.  The NPU solution can thus potentially reduce lag directly without regards to whether or not 

the relinquished CPU power can be utilized for other tasks. 

One such NPU based NIC, the KillerNIC from BigFoot Networks, has been made to specifically target 

gamers.  The KillerNIC has it‘s own 400MHz CPU which handles IP reassembly, IP header 

verification/stripping and UDP/IP check-summing, application based packet prioritization and packet 

transfer between game‘s protocol buffer and the NIC via DMA (Beverly).   While this may not sound 

very impressive in light of the fact that this is „merely UDP“, it sufficed to reduce „network ping 

time“ by about 10% and increase FPS by as much as 50% in some cases according to a comparison 

done by (Brightheart, 2006).  While there are obvious concerns regarding the scientific nature of the 

comparison, for example that the test included a TCP/IP based game (EVE Online) and used a tool 

provided by the NIC manufacturer to measure the results; the comparison does merit notice 

nonetheless.  One must also keep in mind that this 400MHz CPU is fully programmable, allowing for 

further offloading opportunities in the protocol stack.  

We now continue our travels through lag-infested waters, moving next to the Presentation Layer.  
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4.2 The Presentation Layer 
The Presentation Layer is responsible for 

translating the Transport Layer’s segment into the 

game protocol’s data packets.  It is thus entirely 

proprietary in most online games as there is 

currently little reason for games to use standard 

presentation methods such as SOAP, Java RMI, 

Corba, DCOM, XML RPC or the like. 

The Presentation Layer is however also 

responsible for such interesting and more 

standardized topics such as encryption and 

compression. 

Following our discussion of the Presentation Layer 

we will skip over the Session Layer as previously 

mentioned, jumping directly to the Application 

Layer. 

 

 

 

4.2.1 Protocol Processing Lag 

Protocol processing occurs both on the game client and the game server.  Each packet sent between 

client and server needs to be encoded in binary form on one end and decoded on the other.  This 

takes time, thus inducing potential lag.  

Online gamers commonly use a server‘s ping as an indication of its suitability to host their game. 

Usually this refers to the average RTT evident in a minimalistic game protocol packet as reported by 

the game client or a game protocol specific utility, but if a game specific utility is not available then 

the standard ICMP ping utility is usually employed. 

If the game protocol ping time is known, then the difference between the average ICMP ping time 

and the game protocol ping time is an indication of the minimal Protocol Processing Lag.  As an 

example of minimum protocol processing lag, the difference between network level pings and 

Quake III Arena application pings have been measured as high as 15 ms (Armitage & Stewart, 2004). 

If a complex packet format is used or large packets are being sent, the Protocol Processing Lag may 

be significantly higher than the minimal value indicates.  EVE Online for example uses a variant of 

Python‘s pickling/un-pickling methods for serializing arbitrary data into packets of up to 1 Mb in size 

after compression for wire transfer.  This author’s investigation of EVE Online with the assistance of 

Pete Thacker from the EVE Online core team revealed that roughly 7% of the cluster’s processing 

power is utilized by sections of code that may be attributed to packet processing.   Packet Processing 

Lag can thus obviously be quite high for large and complex messages.   
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Solutions:  Protocol Processing Lag may be partially solved by offloading to a sibling CPU core or an 

NPU such as hosted by the KillerNIC described in the section on UDP/IP Lag, above.  The game 

engine would thus only be presented with a packet in a form that the game engine is ready to act 

upon and likewise the game engine could send the packet in whatever form suits it’s needs without 

spending time to encode the packet prior to continuing.  As with the case of UDP/IP offloading, this 

does not however change the nature of the problem.  Thus while the protocol processing has been 

moved to a different processor, the time required to perform the encoding and decoding remains 

constant so this method is of most value if a sibling core is not fully utilized and the protocol 

processing would otherwise have occurred on a busy game loop thread. 

A hardware alternative is however now entering the protocol processing arena coming from a very 

unexpected direction from the aspect of online game programming.  Both IBM (through acquisition 

of DataPower) and Intel (through acquisition of Sarvega) are now starting to offer hardware XML 

offloading devices which can operate at wire-speed (Seltzer, 2002).  While XML has historically been 

infamous for verbosity and processing requirements, hardware protocol processing at wire speeds 

may eventually heist it to a respectable place within online game protocols, especially when coupled 

with hardware compression and a very healthy dosage of Moore‘s Law placing the two options 

firmly, yet cheaply, on both client and server. 

4.2.2 Protocol Compression Lag 

Protocol packets are compressed prior to transmission in many games, for example Quake II 

(Ferguson, Game Updates using Frames, 1998), Quake III (Book of Hook), Second Life (Second Life 

Wiki, 2007) and EVE Online.  Compression is however an expensive operation and thus the packet 

will be delayed en-route while the CPU is running a compression algorithm, adding Protocol 

Compression Lag to the packet’s traversal through the Presentation Layer.  These milliseconds may 

however be countered by reducing lag in the lower layers. 

Solutions: As with protocol processing in general, protocol compression may be offloaded either to a 

sibling CPU or to an NPU, with both options providing gains in the form of relinquished CPU power or 

multi-core utilization and neither option significantly changing the nature of the problem at hand.  

The NPU may even possibly make things worse as compression is a CPU intensive operation, which 

the NPU is less well equipped for than the CPU. 

Hardware Compression off-loaders such as the GZIP accelerator provided by the Comtech AHA 

Corporation would however change the nature of problem, as these accelerators can perform 

compression at much higher speeds than the more general purpose CPU (Gettmann, 2004).  An NPU 

that incorporates hardware compression would on the other hand undoubtedly provide the best of 

both worlds. 

4.2.3 Protocol Encryption Lag 

Some online games also use packet scrambling or cryptography, such as Ultima Online (Wikipedia, 

2007) and EVE Online.  Cryptography is highly relevant for online games that feature player-owned 

virtual assets such as MMORPGs.  These assets can often be traded for thousands of dollars through 

auctioning sites such as eBay, thus warranting the same protective measures as online banking.  

Cryptography is however computationally expensive, taking as much as 80% of server processing 

power (nCipher), thus adding Protocol Encryption Lag to the equation.  
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Solutions:  As with Protocol Processing and Protocol Compression, Protocol Encryption lends itself to 

offloading to a sibling core or NPU, both of which may provide gain in the form of relinquished CPU 

power and better multi-core utilization and neither of which providing a significant change to the 

fundamental nature of the problem.  Cryptography remains a computationally expensive problem 

that neither the CPU nor the NPU is specifically designed for. 

Hardware Cryptographic Accelerators such as nCipher’s SSL Accelerator have been developed 

however that can offload part or all of the workload, with vendors claiming performance 

improvements in SSL operations as high as 500% (Shinder, 2005).  Such improvements would 

certainly change the nature of the problem and thus are worthy of exploration, especially for heavily 

loaded game servers. 

Let us now leave the Presentation Layer behind and journey onwards up the stack to the Application 

Layer.  
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4.3 The Application Layer 
The OSI Model defines the Application Layer as the 

means for the user to access information on the 

network, such as Telnet, web browsers, mail 

browsers or in the case of the online game the 

game engine and game client. 

This coarse definition is where we split off from the 

OSI model, discussing only the remnants of 

network related lag in the sections on client-

>server invocation lag and update burst lag below 

before we head into the Game Layer and the 

Environment.  

 

 

 

 

 

4.3.1 Client->Server Invocation Lag 

As game clients are rarely authoritative over game state, player initiated actions that effect world 

state in an online game must be coordinated with the game server.  A full round-trip must thus be 

made prior to the game client having an up-to-date version of the game state demonstrating the 

results of the user-initiated action.  If this round-trip takes more than 100ms, the gamer will no 

longer feel the game is reacting instantaneously (Nielsen, 2007), but rather experience the delay as 

Client->Server Invocation Lag. 

Solutions:  To counter this, many games use local rendering of player actions such as movement 

before confirmation of movement has actually been received from the server.  Researchers 

determined for example that this technique was very effective for MMORPGs in Everquest II (Fritsch, 

Ritter, & Schiller, 2005).  Local updates however introduce divergence between the client and server 

simulation which in turn will be experienced as State Divergence Lag in the Game Client Layer. 

4.3.2 Update Burst Lag 

Some online games use server-to-client traffic patterns based upon periodic updates.  As an 

example, Quake III servers use a 50ms update interval between update packets (Lang, Branch, & 

Armitage, 2004).  Client initiated actions will thus obviously be out-dated by half the update interval 

on the average by the time they are actually scheduled to be broadcast to other observing clients.   

A less obvious implication of this is however how the game’s bandwidth requirements are 

calculated, as this implies that the server will send it’s update packets in bursts.  For a MMORPG it is 

quite conceivable that the burst may easily target hundreds of clients at a time.  Thus while the 

bandwidth used from server to each client in 2-8 player Quake III games observed by researchers 
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were 20kbps-45kbps, most of these bits would have been transmitted during the 20 update bursts 

each second (Lang, Branch, & Armitage, 2004). 

The burst transmission rate that the game is actually attempting to achieve is thus closer to (20kb/s 

– 45kb/s) / (20ms/s) = 1kb/ms – 2kb/ms, which comes to about 1-2 Mbps per client and dramatically 

differs from the more-likely-to-be-advertised rate of 20kbps-45kbps.  For a server with 32 players 

online that would indicate burst rates as high as 64Mbps.  If the network path between clients and 

server cannot keep up with the burst rate then packets will obviously be queued or possibly even 

dropped en-route, inducing update burst Lag.  As this rate exceeds the capabilities of many typical 

broadband technologies, this type of queuing is likely to affect gamers in a home environment.  

Game servers operated from home environments may thus also be expected to be saturated by as 

few as 8 players (Joel Durham, 2004). 

Solutions:  Update Burst Lag can be countered through keeping the server’s frame rate high, thus 

splitting state updates into more numerous, yet smaller, packets.  For game servers operating in a 

home environment, avoiding having all areas on the server send state updates at the same time 

would be helpful.  For game servers operating in a more professional hosting environment the burst 

rate should be kept in mind as well as the average throughput when provisioning the network.   In 

any case, the game server’s burst rate and average throughput should be measured and 

recommendations for client uplink technologies should be made accordingly. 

We now leave the domain of the standard OSI network model and head into our first extension to 

the model, the Game Layer.   
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5.  Lag in the Game Layer 
The Game Layer consists of all things that make 

an online game different from other online 

applications.   

The primary difference between online games 

and more typical applications arise from the 

need for high interactivity, advanced world 

simulations and content rich in physics, 

graphics, sound and artificial intelligence. 

We divide the Game Layer further into the 

Game Engine Layer and Game Client Layer, 

which are discussed in the following sub-

chapters.  
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5.1 Game Engine Layer 
The Game Engine in this paper is defined as the 

level above the game’s protocol stack that handles 

tasks that are often partially shared between 

client and server. 

There are numerous sources of lag to be found in 

the Game Engine Layer, some of which are 

described below, such as: time difference induced 

lag, game loop, physics processing, AI processing 

and I/O wait lag. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1.1 Time Difference Induced Lag 

Online games commonly use deterministic simulations driven by client-side “predictive contract 

techniques” such as dead-reckoning to smoothly extrapolate movement and reduce the perceived 

effects of network latency (Pisan).  With dead-reckoning the client determines the position of 

moving objects based upon the objects‘ previously known positions, headings, velocities and elapsed 

time, taking external factors such as wind into account (Wikipedia, 2007).  While this sounds simple 

enough, Time Difference Induced Lag can be born from the phrase elapsed time if the client and 

server have different views of what time it is.  The faster the object is moving or greater amount of 

time that has elapsed, the more impact of the time difference.  Thus while dead-reckoning can 

ensure that the player‘s visual perception of the world is smooth in spite of minor time differences, 

the player may be perplexed by failure to achieve visually predictable results.  The experience could 

be described as attempting to snipe a moving target using a digital scope which had an 

unpredictable playback delay. 

Solutions:  To counter the impact of Time Difference Induced Lag, online games which use dead 

reckoning should use time synchronization methods (Pisan) as well as high-precision clocks to ensure 

that drift does not occur during online play between the client and server clocks.  Not all games 

perform time synchronization however and in any case the effect cannot be entirely neutralized 

(Aggarwal, Banavar, & Khandelwal, 2004). Not all hosts have high-precision clocks however, thus 

Microsoft recommends using QueryPerformanceCounter on Windows for this purpose.  While QPC 

certainly has a high precision, it’s values are CPU-core specific (virtualdub.org, 2006) and are often 

dependant on fixed clock speed, an assumption that does not hold true in today‘s world of power-
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saving CPUs which vary clock speed based upon processing needs and power availability (Walsh, 

2005). 

Another technique that can be used to reduce the impact of time differences is called time warp.  

With time warp the game server evaluates each action in the temporal context the game client 

executed the command in, based upon the estimated time difference between client and server 

(Armitage, Claypool, & Branch, 2006, bls. 94-96).  Time warp reduces the impact of Time Difference 

Induced Lag by ensuring that the result of an action matches the player’s perception of game state, 

but does introduce a risk of cheating by convincing the server that the client’s time is further out of 

date than it really is. 

5.1.2 Game Loop Lag 

Most games typically use a variant of the sequential game loop (Wikipedia, 2007).  A sequential loop 

based game requires each game phase to execute until completion in each and every frame, possibly 

with some prioritization and balking scheme.  This implies that the duration required to perform 

tasks such as collision detection may in turn delay the update of graphics or other perceivable game 

components, thus inducing Game Loop Lag. 

Even in a multi-threaded game engine game logic is likely to be driven off a sequential game loop 

due to it’s highly sequential and object oriented nature.  Tim Sweeney confirmed for example that 

this was the case in the Unreal 3 Engine, which has been called the first truly multi-threaded FPS 

engine (Sweeney, 2005).  One of the developers of the single-shard MMO EVE Online, Kristján 

Jónsson, stated in his lecture at PyCon 2006 that EVE Online uses Stackless Python‘s non-preemptive 

micro-threading model to reduce perceived lag (Jónsson, 2006).  This however implies that a single 

OS thread thus effectively drives most activity within the process, thus effectively loop driven in an 

indirect fashion.  Architectures such as this imply that when a network packet describing a client 

action arrives on the server it will be delayed in the network layer until the game loop is ready to 

process it.  This will add Game Loop Lag to the action that is dependent on the server’s load and loop 

execution rate. 

Solutions:  To counter this, sequential loop based games may use prioritization schemes for players, 

bots and other entities that require in-loop execution as was done in the original Unreal engine 

(Sweeny, 1999). 

More sophisticated games such as those based upon the Unreal 3 engine may use multi-threading 

for aspects such as physics, animations, content streaming and audio updates (Sweeney, 2005).  If 

true multi-threading is not an option it may still be possible to offload some operations to secondary 

cores or CPUs by using an asynchronous programming methodology.  Some tasks such as physics 

may furthermore be offloaded from the game loop to hardware accelerators such as the PhysX 

processor, which will be discussed in more details in the following chapter on Physics Processing Lag. 

5.1.3 Physics Processing Lag 

In an online game that uses a deterministic simulation the client must perform the same physics 

processing as the server to ensure that the simulation does not diverge, although the client is likely 

to have a much smaller area to maintain.  The position and facing of every movable object within a 

game simulation needs to be updated and collision detection must be performed.  The client may 

additionally desire to render effects such as rigid body dynamics, fluids, dust, natural hair, tearing 
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cloth, smoke, jointed geometries and foliage, all of which require advanced physics processing.  As 

per usual, determinism dictates that the natural location of such processing is within or in close 

cooperation with the sequential game loop to prevent divergence.  Physics processing is however by 

nature computationally intensive and can thus induce lag.  This author’s investigation of EVE Online 

with the assistance of Pete Thacker from the EVE Online core team revealed that roughly 9% of the 

cluster’s combined processing power is utilized by sections of code that may be attributed to 

physics.  In the case of EVE, this must run on the same OS thread as all other activity within a given 

solar system, thus Physics Processing Lag will occur if the node hosting the system does not have the 

CPU to spare. 

Solutions:  Physics processing can be offloaded to a Physics Processing Unit such as the AGEIA PhysX 

Processor or to a sibling CPU or core by using multithreaded programming.  While offloading to a 

sibling CPU or core may reduce lag indirectly, offloading to a PPU changes the very nature of the 

problem significantly since the PPU is much better suited for the task of physics than the generic 

CPU.  According to AGEIA, the PhysX PPU has a mind-boggling 2 Tbps memory bandwidth, allowing 

it’s many specialized cores to achieve hitherto unseen scale, fidelity, interactivity and sophistication 

in physics processing that dwarfs the capabilities of the CPU and GPU in these tasks (AGEIA, 2006).   

An interesting point to keep in mind however is that the PhysX SDK does not provide a deterministic 

physics model (AGEIA Developer Support), thus changes may have to be made to a game’s 

architecture to take advantage of the PPU if the game was not designed to tolerate divergence.  This 

may for example be done by using a convergence algorithm to correct the simulation after 

divergence is detected.   While the probability of PPU’s achieving market penetration may seem low, 

AGEIA’s state-of-the-art physics SDK works whether or not hardware acceleration is present and is 

provided for free on most platforms.  This interesting marketing approach makes betting on PhysX a 

relatively safe choice, a fact that may well insure market penetration against all odds.  In any case, 

for games with notable server-side physics requirements such as EVE Online the operator can safely 

decide whether or not a PPU is needed, assuming that the game can tolerate the potential 

divergence. 

5.1.4 AI Processing Lag 

Many games have significant player-environment interactions where NPCs driven by artificial 

intelligence or approximations thereof are pitted against players in sport or battle.  In online games 

AI is commonly a server-side task, where the server orchestrates the moves and decisions of all 

NPCs, providing the client’s with information about NPC movements. AI is however sometimes also 

performed on the client, especially for less important decisions such as the movement of NPCs with 

lesser consequence, such as was done in the original Unreal engine which had multiple different 

modes to allow some NPCs to be simulated on the client while others reacted only upon server 

command (Sweeny, 1999). 

AI processing is however inherently CPU bound, with the number of NPCs, their intellect and the 

complexity of the environment all affecting the AI decision processes. Games must therefore 

perform a trade-off between these 3 factors to run at acceptable CPU levels (AIseek, 2005).  For 

MMORPGs the number of NPCs is for example very high, as can be the size and complexity of their 

environment.  This author’s investigation of EVE Online with the assistance of Pete Thacker from the 

EVE Online core team revealed that as much as 17% of the cluster’s processing power is utilized by 
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sections of code that drives the game’s NPC behavior, in spite of the fact that the NPCs use very 

simple decision processes. 

In games that use a sequential game loop, the time that the AI is running is thus time that the server 

cannot process player input, update the world state and send state updates to it’s clients.  Time 

spent on AI processing within the game loop may thus become AI Processing Lag. 

Solutions:  For games that can place their AI processing on a different OS thread than the one 

running the game loop, doing so will eliminate the most important part of AI Processing Lag, 

assuming of course that extra CPU resources are to be found on a sibling core or CPU.  For games 

that cannot do this or that need to remove the burden of AI processing entirely from the overloaded 

CPU, AISeek‘s Intia AI Processing Unit promises a bright, new, although possibly distant future.  

AIseek claims that the Intia processor can handle operations such as optimal path finding at 100 to 

200 times the speeds of the CPU (AIseek, 2005). 

While there is little indication that the AIseek processor will be available in retail form in the near 

future, developers of AI intensive games would be wise to keep an eye on the chip and potential 

rivals.  The chip will however undoubtedly suffer from similar client-side deployment issues as 

AGEIA’s PhysX PPU though as AIseek has a chicken-and-egg problem to solve:  Few gamers are likely 

to buy a game acceleration chip that games do not support and few games will support a game 

acceleration chip that gamers are not likely to buy.  Deployment of an AI Processing Unit on game 

servers would however be a quite viable option assuming that price and availability were acceptable, 

thus the chip may offer an interesting possibility for future MMORPGs. 

5.1.5 I/O Wait Lag 

Some user-initiated actions result in the game client or server having to acquire data from or flush 

data to disk, perform database queries or updates or even acquire information from yet another 

remote server in order to complete.  Whether an asynchronous or synchronous access methodology 

is used, I/O Wait Lag will be incurred for such user-initiated request. 

This mode of operation is common when a persistent online world is being used such as that used by 

MMORPGs where modifications to the world state must be persisted to ensure that they are 

available upon reboot.  If the interaction involves multiple sequential I/O operations, then the sum 

of operation times will tally up as the operation’s total I/O Wait Lag, while if the I/O operations are 

performed in parallel only the longest running operation will be perceived as incurring lag.    I/O 

Wait Lag will be exaggerated if the I/O operation in question is performed against a slow external 

device such as CD / DVD or over a slow network.  It may also be exaggerated dramatically if the 

game uses single-threaded synchronous I/O to interact with the external device, as the entire game 

client or server will have to wait for the result of the operation. 

According to CCP Games’ “Database Captain”, Jörundur, a special form of I/O wait lag was noted in 

EVE Online during server startup after daily downtimes.  The EVE database server became extremely 

loaded and unresponsive during the first few hours of the run as players logged on to the game 

world and caused solar systems to be loaded.  The intensive database queries to load each solar 

system caused disk wait queue lengths to skyrocket, increasing SQL execution times across the 

board.  This in turn would exaggerate the I/O Wait Lag of all database operations occurring during 
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the server startup interval.  It must however be noted that this form of lag is likely to be a result of 

the sheer scale of the EVE Online cluster, thus it could be a form limited to a single-shard MMORPG. 

Solutions:  It goes without mention that games should generally be installed on the hard disk rather 

than playing it directly from CD/DVD.  Synchronous I/O should also be avoided at all costs.  When 

possible, I/O operations should also be performed on a different thread than the one that handles 

user interactions, allowing for a quicker response.  Faster storage devices and networks may also be 

the correct solution in many cases.  Assuming that the game uses a traditional database, accelerating 

database servers is a science that has been well explored.  Using a professional database as opposed 

to an ad-hoc data storage system may thus be a wise choice for games which provide persistent 

worlds.  Use of RAM caching where possible may also help avoid excessive round trips to slower I/O 

devices such as disk or network. 

For extreme database requirements, solid state disks such as the RamSan from Texas Memory 

Systems may be an option, which according to CCP Games’ “Database Captain”, Jörundur, 

successfully resolved a significant portion of the startup I/O Wait Lag mentioned above EVE Online 

was experiencing. 

We now leave the realm of the Game Engine Layer and head up the game stack to the Game Client 

Layer. 
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5.2 Game Client Layer 
The Game Client Layer within the context of 

this paper is considered the audio, graphics 

and input layers that reside above the Game 

Engine Layer. 

There are a few significant causes of lag to be 

found in this layer, such as lag induced by 

Audio, Graphics Processing and Graphics 

Loading, which will be discussed in subsequent 

chapters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2.1 Audio Lag 

Games that use 3D spatial audio require a significant amount of processing power.  Environmental 

issues such as distance and direction come into play as well as obstructions such as closed doors or 

special effects such as being underwater.  While all of this and more can be done with the aid of a 

high-end sound card, not all computers have such luxuries and the CPU must in any case feed the 

sound card with the data required to perform such tasks. 

If the sound card’s hardware or device driver is not up to par, the effects must be performed on the 

CPU, competing with all the other myriad tasks that the game engine is trying to perform while 

maintaining a high frame rate.  Dynamic loading of background music may also cause problems.  

TweakGuides.com has reviewed the performance of numerous games, finding audio lag a common 

issue.  America’s Army for example uses software 3D-sound at lower sound quality by default, even 

when a sound card with hardware acceleration is present (TweakGuides.com). 

Solutions:  Obviously there is still room for better sound cards when software can outperform 

hardware.  As sound lag may be fixed in many cases by an upgraded sound card driver, having a 

method to automatically determine whether an upgrade is available can help counter Audio Lag.  

Prioritizing sound effects in such a fashion that the game skips over irrelevant effects in situations 

where lag is becoming evident may also help.  Using lower frequency sound files when large 

numbers of sounds are running simultaneously may also help, as high fidelity sound will be less 

discernable from the noise. 
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5.2.1 Graphics Processing Lag 

While most complex graphics processing routines are generally offloaded to hardware on machines 

with high-end graphics cards, there remains a vast gap between high-end and low-end devices.  

Graphics cards are currently doubling in processing speed about every 6 months as opposed to the 

18 month doubling interval suggested by Moore‘s Law (Armitage, Claypool, & Branch, 2006, bls. 29).  

Games targeting the PC however commonly target hosts ranging all the way from average consumer 

computers to high-end gaming platforms.  A given game may thus support far more processor-

intense graphic effects than the host‘s graphics card is capable of providing support for in hardware.  

If the game doesn‘t compromise, these effects will need to be emulated in software which may 

induce Graphics Processing Lag.  Numerous graphics configuration options are thus commonly 

present to manually tune the graphics.  Victims of lag in Second Life are for example advised to 

reduce resolution and drawing distance as well as disabling local lighting, object bumps, water 

rippling and shadows (Godel). 

Solutions:  Assuming that a better graphics card is not the correct answer, tweaking how the game 

uses the graphics cards can go a long way.  If the game successfully detects lag situations it may 

optionally suggest disabling features automatically as opposed to requiring players to manually 

tweak the cards once Graphics Processing Lag has been noticed.  The game could performance 

measure the impact of features present on the user’s graphics card automatically to know what 

features to suggest disabling and what features are not worth bothering with.  Reducing graphic 

details in lag situations such as busy areas can also go a very long way.  Finally, as improved graphics 

card drivers can often fix Graphics Processing Lag, an automatic detection scheme that allows 

recommending driver upgrades may be of help. 

5.2.3 Graphics Loading Lag 

Computer games are commonly shipped with graphical content that greatly exceeds the memory 

capacity of the graphics card and even the computer‘s main memory.  The game engine must thus 

transfer graphic objects from persistent storage to RAM and graphics card during play which can be 

an expensive operation, as has for example been noted for textures in Unreal (Unreal Wiki, 2005).  In 

spite of the fact that the GPU is massively parallel in nature, it must however still be accessed serially 

at the granularity of state changes (Sweeney, 2005). 

If all graphics loading can be done during transitional states such as during level loading then the 

player is rarely the wiser and lag has been avoided.  In the likely case however that the level requires 

more graphical data than the graphics card can store in one time or if objects are added to the 

scenario dynamically and unpredictably such as occurs in MMORPGs (Godel), this may induce 

Graphics Loading Lag as the game engine unloads currently unused graphics objects from the 

graphics card to make room for and load new ones. 

This problem of Graphics Loading Lag may be exaggerated if the graphic objects need to be loaded 

from mass-storage first in which case I/O Wait Lag may be added to the Graphics Loading Lag. 

Solutions:  Graphics loading lag can generally be solved by increasing the RAM in the graphics card 

and by reusing textures within a given scene so that one texture may be used for many graphical 

objects.  The game developer may also consider using variable levels of graphic details based upon 

the graphic card’s RAM to minimize loading.  Preloading graphics to the card during idle times are 

also a viable option. 
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4.3.2 Client/Server State Divergence Lag 

When the client state diverges from the server state, for example due to time difference, local 

updates or network latency between client and server, the player may perceive abnormalities in the 

game’s behavior.  Divergence can for example result in disagreement between the gamer and the 

game server on important matters such as whether or not a gamer killed his opponent.  The player 

would experience this as State Divergence Lag even if the visual and audio components of the 

simulation were otherwise convincingly portrayed. 

Solutions: Divergence is commonly solved by applying a convergence algorithm to nudge the 

divergent objects back into the correct state.  Common forms of convergence algorithm include snap 

convergence which „snaps“ the object into position immediately, linear convergence which uses a 

linear interpolation scheme to achieve the convergence in a less disturbing fashion, and cubic spline 

convergence methods which guarantee the smoothest looking state convergence.  Another 

interesting approach which can be utilized for some forms of game state divergence is the 

Rendezvous consistency management mechanism proposed by Chandler and Finney in which 

computer controlled actors are used to nudge the state in a fashion that is appropriate to the game 

in question.  In the case demonstrated (a soccer game for mobile computers) computer controlled 

soccer players correct the ball’s position, going so far as to score artificial goals when the game state 

has diverged to such an extent that clients no longer agree upon the score (Chandler & Finney, 

2005).  

This concludes our traversal of layers associated with technically induced lag, leaving us to head for 

the final frontier: Environmental Lag.  
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6.  Environmental Lag 
This chapter discusses some of the environmental factors 

that may cause perceived lag within an online game. 

These factors originate from ulterior sources that do not 

seem technically related to the online game such as 

external applications, intentionally induced lag, group 

lag, loading lag and human “herd” behavior.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.1 External Application Lag 
Although game consoles and ancient DOS games are generally immune to the effects of other 

applications running on the same host, games running on modern multi-tasking operating systems 

such as Windows Vista are rarely the sole consumers of the system‘s resources.  The presence of 

other user applications including peer-to-peer file sharing applications running in the background 

and system services such as document indexing and virus checkers as well as less desirable 

applications such as viruses and spyware all require their share of resources such as CPU and 

bandwidth.  The activities of such applications may appear in-game as arbitrary lag, for example 

when a game protocol packet is queued behind an outbound file transfer or a virus is busy 

spamming hapless victims.  While all of the above may seem entirely outside of the scope of the 

game, the user will often experience this as lag and thus turn to the game’s unsuspecting support 

team for assistance.  Another form of External Application Lag that has also been noted which is 

more directly associated with the game is when inefficiently coded game loops resource-starve the 

very operating system processes that the game is ultimately dependent on (Dunlop, 2002). 

Solutions:  The game client can reduce the risk of External Application Lag causing support requests 

by monitoring the amount of system resources that are available in total and to the game 

application itself, such as CPU and bandwidth.  If the game client is underperforming due to a lack of 

ability to achieve resources that it knows should be available, the game may warn the player that 

other applications are resource starving it, allowing the player to solve the problem.  The game may 

also choose to elevate it’s thread priority above that of offending applications, although there may 

well be undesirable side effects from such drastic actions, especially if the game loop is at risk of 

resource-starving the operating system as mentioned above. 
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6.2 Intentionally Induced Lag 
For completeness is should be mentioned that there are a few forms of lag that are intentionally 

induced into the user’s online experience by third parties. 

One form of Intentionally Induced Lag is the rate-capping performed by ISPs when predetermined 

download quotas are exceeded by the user.  Rate-capping has been observed to cause network 

latency increases of 100ms or more (Armitage, Claypool, & Branch, 2006, p. 126). 

Another form of Intentionally Induced Lag is when the game player’s host comes under intentional 

out-of-game attack by an in-game opponent.  This can be done in a wide variety of means such as 

DDoS attacking the opponents’ home network (Armitage, Claypool, & Branch, 2006, bls. 115).  

Attacks may also be performed indirectly through using the game’s client-server architecture.  

According to Andrés Sighvatsson of CCP Games in an interview with this author, players of EVE 

Online have for example abused “space debris” to “lag bomb” their opponents, for example by 

having a member of their group self-destruct a freighter heavily loaded with shuttles and corpses or 

jettisoning a large number of cargo containers into space.  Chat channels have also used to this 

extent in older versions of EVE where the UI of listeners would become overloaded as the chat 

history increased, allowing a single spammer to lag out multiple observers while the spammers team 

had taken care to ensure that the same chat channel was not open during combat.  Orchestrated 

group jumps have also been used by players to lag out and even crash game servers hosting 

opponents to achieve a tactical advantage in the subsequent battle. 

Yet another form of Intentionally Induced Lag may exist of highly questionable origins: 

discriminatory routing policies.  Using discriminatory routing, a network operator may intentionally 

increase lag in an online application such as games, VoIP or specific web-sites based upon business 

motivations or political agendas.  For VoIP and online gaming this can often be achieved simply by 

artificially introducing jitter into the packet stream (Felten, 2006).  While numerous allegations have 

been made and some may seem plausible, the author of this paper is not aware of any confirmed 

cases.  Lobbyist for network neutrality vigorously point to the fact that there is little if any legislation 

that addresses the subject.  As the tactic has obvious business value and is not condoned by law it 

must thus be considered naïve to assume that discriminatory routing is not in practice.  

Solutions:  The game may track abnormal changes in mean round-trip-times to the server over 

multiple connections and alert the user if a significant change is detected.  Purposeful, direct client-

to-client attacks can generally be avoided if the game can be designed so that clients do not know 

each other’s IP address, preventing attackers from being able to target other games.  This can 

generally be done in games using a central server as opposed to peer-to-peer model. 

Attacks that occur indirectly through the game server may often be avoided by throttling a client’s 

operation rate in cases where the operation will cause excessive CPU load on numerous other 

clients.  A proof-of-work methodology such as Hashcash may also be used in some cases, although 

this will induce undesirably Protocol Processing Lag on the sender as a side effect.  In the absence of 

a proper solution, logging the occurrence and ensuring that offenders can be punished after the fact 

is perhaps the best alternative. 

As for discriminatory routing policies, a case by case solution would have to be found.  The game 

server operator that wishes to be wary of discriminatory routing should analyze the performance of 
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game traffic regularly to determine whether performance levels are as expected based on player 

location and uplink.  If abnormalities are detected, they will need to be investigated in a hands-on 

fashion, undoubtedly involving communications between the game server operator and the 

operators of the underperforming network. 

6.3 Human Herd Behavior:  Daily & Weekly Cyclic Lag 
An interesting trend has be observed in online gaming.  The online player population of any given 

game is generally periodic, with differences between daily minimum and maximum loads as high as 

50% and lesser, but notable, differences between the minimum and maximum day of week 

(Chambers & Feng, 2005). 

The game server operator must thus decide whether or not he wishes to provision for the peak daily 

load of the weekly peak.  Doing so will mean that the server farm is over-provisioned by as much as 

50% during the remainder of the week which is a costly decision that must be weighed against the 

cost of intentionally under-provisioning and lagging during peak load with the resulting 

consequences to consumer good-will.  An over-provisioned server during off-peak hours may 

however ultimately attract more traffic during peak hours, thus the game server will once again be 

under-provisioned, fueling the vicious cycle of Daily & Weekly Cyclic Lag. 

Solutions:  By spreading servers across time zones and using a server-selection model that is aware 

of time zone, cyclic behavior and the time-of-day that the player is establishing a game session the 

impact of cyclic load can be reduced.   Thus servers are preferred that are further away from their 

daily peak hour.  Regretfully the distance cannot be chosen optimally as Propagation Delay Lag will 

grow as the distance between client and server increases.  Another important consideration is to 

take server load into consideration during the server browser and selection process, as opposed to 

just the “ping” time. 

6.4 Group Lag 
Group Lag occurs in an online game when large numbers of active objects such as players or NPCs 

are to be found in the same area.  As neither the players nor the NPCs are likely to become more 

passive as a result of the crowding situation unless special measures are taken to ensure this, the 

number of actions performed within the area in a given time interval will be O(active object count).   

If the actions performed are visible to the environment then O(active object count) objects may find 

reason to react to each of these actions.  O(player count) players may require state update 

notifications for each of these actions as well.  When all the actors and observers in a given time 

slice are combined this becomes a form of O(N^2) problem, thus contributing to exponentially 

growing lag in the area as a function of active object count. 

Group Lag acts as an amplifier to lag in a number of other layers, which will be explored in the 

following sub-chapters. 

6.4.1 Client Group Lag 

Assuming that audible or visual cues are associated with actions, each of the O(N^2) cues carries a 

processing overhead for the client which must graphically render the movements, explosions and 

animations, spatially place audio effects and so forth.  This has been noted as a challenging barrier to 

large fleet battles in EVE Online where frame rate drops dramatically as a function of ship count, as 
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described in this author’s talk at NetGames 2005 (Brandt, 2005).  This source of lag is also well 

known in Second Life, where expected frame rates are for example given as a function of area 

population (Godel).  While these two games are mentioned, the effects of Group Lag are obviously 

felt in most online games, although MMORPGs are more prone to the effect due to the potentially 

high number of players per area. 

Solutions:  The impact of Client Group Lag can be minimized by limiting the player count allowed 

within a given server or area within the server or the actions that the players can perform in 

crowded situations.  Effect prioritization can also be used to minimize Client Group Lag, where the 

client is given sufficient information to opt to only render the most relevant graphical and audio 

special effects in busy areas. 

Graphics Processing Lag and Audio Processing Lag are especially escalated by Client Group Lag 

situations, so specific solutions to those forms of lag will be well rewarded in the form of reduced 

Client Group Lag.  Client Group Lag may also be reduced by allowing NPCs to take crowding into 

consideration by decreasing high-fidelity, low-significance activities such as fidgeting.  Reducing the 

amount and complexity of content in busy areas will also help, as well as using game design to 

disperse player groups into more manageable blocks. 

6.4.2 Network Group Lag 

The grouping effect also has implications on the network layer.  Not only is the number of clients 

increasing that the server must handle in a given area, but also since each state update must be 

represented in server->client packets, the bit-rate per client will grow as the client count grows.  As 

N clients are receiving the packets which are growing with client count, the total throughput 

required by the network from the server will be O(N^2), escalating the impact of virtually all lag 

factors in the Media Layer and Host Layer.  This escalation is what we call Network Group Lag. 

For TCP/IP based games such as World of Warcraft and EVE Online the increased throughput does 

not present insurmountable technological problems, as arbitrary sized messages can be sent over 

the socket.  For UDP based games such as first-person-shooters it may however become challenging 

to fit all the data while still being considerate to MTU boundaries to avoid IP packet fragmentation.  

In either case, bandwidth requirements of the game may increase exponentially as the player count 

in a given area rises.  Multi-player game bandwidth requirements are thus sometimes stated as a 

function of player count, as was for example done in Battlefield 2 (FeverGaming, 2006). 

Solutions:  Network Group Lag can be reduced by combining group actions on the server where 

possible to reduce the size and number of network packets.  Using coarser grained updates in large 

areas can also be of assistance, as well as allowing for more divergence between clients and server in 

the game design which can be capitalized upon by reducing traffic between the two.  Interest 

management and level-of-detail schemes may also be used to avoid sending state updates to clients 

about things that they don‘t really need to know such as actions that the client cannot possibly 

perceive. 

For the game server, using a multi-casting methodology can reduce Network Group Lag by 

minimizing the processing overhead involved when repeatedly sending the same packet to different 

destinations.  Also consider compressing packets prior to multi-casting, as the gains that data 
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compression can offer in the lower layers will be multiplied by the recipient count while the cost of 

compressing the multi-cast packet will remain constant. 

Some of the work involved in group behavior can be offloaded to separate threads and thus sibling 

CPUs or cores, or possibly to a Network Processing Unit.  Multicasting by performing multiple 

unicasts over TCP/IP or UDP/IP is a prime example of work that may be offloaded from the game 

loop.  If TCP/IP is being used as the basic underlying protocol, using a TCP Offloading Engine may also 

be of use to minimize the impact of the amplified TCP/IP Lag arising from Network Group Lag. 

6.4.3 Server Group Lag 

Group Lag also has it’s place on the server.  In traditional client-server online game architectures, the 

server will receive all action requests from actors and broadcast the resulting state updates to the 

observers.  Large groups also impact AI processing as NPCs must take into account a larger number 

of actions and entities in their decision-making processes.  While the server does not have to render 

these actions using the audio or video card, it must be kept in mind that a typical FPS server may 

have dozens of players to service and a MMORPG server may have hundreds or even thousands of 

players per server.  Thus a group action can amount to serious CPU usage, which in turn translates to 

lag.  Since each player that receives a state update may have reason to react, O(player count) Client-

>Server Invocations may be expected at roughly the same time for each of the O(active object count) 

actions, thus O(N^2) enters the picture once again. 

Solutions:  Server Group Lag that impacts AI processing may potentially be addressed in the future 

by an AI Processing Unit such as the Intia processor mentioned in the section on AI Processing Lag, 

as this would allow the server to react to the action burst in a much faster manner.  Simply multi-

threading the AI will of course have some impact on Server Group Lag in AI intensive areas, although 

the impact may be predicted to be less dramatic.   Reducing AI based actions in crowded areas will 

help, as well as limiting the size of groups that can be in the presence of NPCs which use complex AI.  

The impact of group actions are however hard to minimize.  In some cases game design can be 

applied to allow a group leader to orchestrate the group’s behavior with minimal effort.  In other 

cases over-provisioning the server may be the only option.  Merely having some extra CPU power at 

hand will however hardly suffice to handle large groups assuming a model that uses a sequential 

game loop.  The true solution to deal with a bombardment of actions within a specific area must lie 

in the ability of the server to be massively-multithreaded with a large number of CPUs and cores at 

the disposal of any particular area. 

6.5 Loading Lag 
When the client enters a new area it will require the full state of the area to initialize it’s simulation.  

In a large area this may require a significant amount of data to be transferred.  A game’s network 

throughput requirements can thus be dramatically exaggerated in such „loading situations”, leading 

to Loading Lag. 

Solutions:  To reduce the impact of Loading Lag, static data such as map details and graphic models 

are commonly shipped as part of the client installation or acquired as part of a loading sequence 

when a level is entered and the user and user interface is in a more “lag tolerant” mode such as 

presenting a storyline or a loading scene with simple animations and transitional graphics.  This 

works well for first-person-shooters, RTS, driving and sports based games, but is less effective for 
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highly dynamic worlds such as MMORPGs.  While the client may cache objects locally to prevent 

repetitive downloads such as is done in Second Life (Godel), caching schemes have little impact 

except on commonly shared objects when the client enters previously unexplored territory.  More 

dynamic caching schemes such as found in HTTP can be used for this type of content.  Provisioning 

the network for the loading burst rate as opposed to merely the average network throughput is also 

of significant value in. 

We have now completed our long and arduous journey through the game stack, examining the 

sources of lag and some plausible solutions at each step of the way.  We will now summarize the 

knowledge gained in the subsequent chapter. 
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7.  Summary 
We have explored numerous forms and sources 

of perceived temporal abnormalities as we 

journeyed up the game stack all of which may 

qualify as lag within our definition. 

In the Physical Layer we discussed propagation 

delays, dial-ups, cellular packet networks and 

shared mediums.  We learned among other that 

the speed of light poses an insurmountable 

barrier to online gaming on distant game servers 

and discussed solutions based upon server 

positioning and selection.  We also found that 

cellular packet networks pose significant 

problems for online games in many genres.  We 

finally explored lag that is inherently ill-

addressible in shared mediums such as cable 

modems and WLANs.  

In the Data Link Layer we discussed serialization 

and jitter, finding that game packet size can have 

significant impact on lag and that uniformly sized 

packets based upon the physical layer‘s MTU are better than arbitrary sized packets.  We also 

explored the dramatic impact of wireless network corruption on the performance of games and 

found that congestion control algorithms such as used by TCP/IP are hard pressed to cope with 

corruption.  This led to the conclusion that wired gaming is inherently superior to wireless in regards 

to solvable lag. 

In the Network Layer we explored routing paths and network congestion.  Here we peeked into the 

business aspects of IP routing and the world of Autonomous Systems, laying to rest the fable that 

internet traffic is free and that IP routing methodologies provide the quickest and most optimal 

route.  Here we explored the possibility of IP source routing and multi-homing.  We also explored 

the effects of congestion on game protocols and congestion control algorithms as well as some 

different approaches to congestion control such as Quake III‘s aggressive „dropped until proven 

otherwise“ model. 

In the Transport Layer we explored lag specific to both TCP/IP and UDP/IP based game protocols, 

including such topics as TCP Slow Start, TCP window sizes, the Nagle Algorithm and TCP Delayed 

Acknowledgements.  We discussed how to avoid the interplay between the Nagle Algorithm and TCP 

Delayed Acknowledgements and the advent of TCP Offload Engines and Network Processing Units, 

both of which may come to the aid of future games.   We also discussed UDP/IP based lag and the 

potential that NPU‘s such as the KillerNIC may provide to reduce these forms of lag in the future. 

In the Presentation Layer we explored protocol processing, compression and encryption induced lag.  

Here we found among other that XML based protocol processing hardware is now seeing birth, 

allowing this somewhat bloated data encoding standard to operate at wire-speed and thus perhaps 
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one day become a viable form of protocol encoding for games.   We found that hardware 

compression may already be applied today to cut down packet sizes at blazing rates and likewise 

that cryptographic acceleration may be used to reduce lag while maintaining game security, a highly 

relevant topic in many game genres. 

The Session Layer was skipped entirely as it held no hidden sources of lag relevant to our discussion. 

In the Application Layer we discussed how client->server invocation round-trip-times induce lag by 

making the game less interactive and how local updates may be used to counter this.  We also 

explored the impact of the server‘s game loop periodically sending packet bursts to connected 

clients and the illusion of average throughput rates which mask the spiked nature of game traffic 

protocols.  We recommended maintaining a high server update rate as a general solution to traffic 

bursts. 

In the Game Engine Layer we discussed time difference induced lag and the need for high precision 

clocks and time synchronization as well as the concept of time warp.  We also discussed the 

infamous game loop‘s role in modern game programming and the difficulties of multi-threaded 

programming in online games.  We discussed the role of physics in gaming and how Physics 

Processing Units such as AGEIA’s PhysX chip may be of assistance.  AI processing was discussed and 

the advent of the Intia AI Processing Unit was explored as a possible means to reduce the workload 

of the game loop, a topic and acceleration technique perhaps most relevant to game servers.  Finally 

we discussed I/O wait lag and the need for asynchronous I/O, minimizing I/O wait on user 

interaction threads.  Here we discussed acceleration techniques such as RAM caching and solid state 

disks. 

In the Game Client Layer we discussed lag arising from audio and graphics processing and the need 

for effect prioritization and client-side configuration options to tune down expensive graphics and 

audio processing tasks.  We mentioned the surprising fact that hardware accelerated sound is still 

often outperformed by software driven sound in terms of CPU requirements.  We also noted the fact 

that graphics cards are doubling in processing speed much faster than CPUs and the resulting 

problems that arise in environments such as the PC where a wide range of graphics hardware must 

be targeted for each title.  Here we mentioned the need for reducing content detail in busy areas.  

We also discussed graphics loading lag and the need for more RAM and careful video RAM 

management.  Finally we discussed the impact of client/server state divergence and the need for 

convergence methods. 

In the Environmental Section we discussed the impact of external applications on game lag and the 

need to detect whether or not the game‘s environment is providing the resources needed.  We also 

explored intentionally induced lag such as ISP rate capping, client-2-client attacks and network 

neutrality issues.  We suggested that the game take measures to track whether environmental 

performance is meeting expectations.  We also explored the cyclic load associated with gamer‘s 

predicable behavior and the potential that server location and selection has to counter cyclically 

induced load.  We then discussed lag induced by player grouping behaviour in it‘s many forms and 

the need to prioritize work in and limit group sizes to counter this otherwise ill-surmountable 

problem.  Finally we discussed loading lag and the place of caching to counter it. 
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8. Conclusions 
Lag arises from an overwhelming number of sources in online games.  Contrary to popular belief, lag 

is not something that can be addressed as a side-note during game development or fixed with a 

magic wand after game deployment.  While some forms of lag can be dealt with after the fact, other 

forms must be taken very seriously as early as the architectural and game design stage and analyzed 

at every layer if a solution is to be found. 

There are a wide variety of software techniques and hardware accelerators at the disposal of 

present day online games and more are on the horizon for the future.  PPUs, NPUs, TOE cards, 

hardware cryptography and hardware compression are all very promising future players.  Hardware 

accelerated XML and AI Processing Units may also hold a place in future gaming environments.   

Audio Processing Units and Graphic Processing Units will also obviously see dramatic improvements 

in the future.   Multi-core and multi-processor hosts are also a given and will have significant impact 

on future game development, as multi-threaded programming is still in it’s infancy in computer 

game development.  Interesting new architectures can thus be expected to arise in the future. 

Yet while technological solutions can go a long way, some of the causes of lag primarily require 

business solutions such as ensuring that the internet routing path between a game server and it’s 

clients is optimal in the absence of QoS technologies.   

Finally some forms are simply unsolvable and must thus be worked around, such as lag induced by 

the speed of light.  
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